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Abstract: A hydraulic support is one of the most important pieces of equipment in fully mechanized
coal mining, and its stability and reliability will have a direct impact on fully mechanized coal mining.
In order to deeply elucidate the dynamic working characteristics of a hydraulic support during lifting,
lowering, and moving, and to provide theoretical support for further optimizing the stability and
reliability of a hydraulic support, the dynamic characteristics of a hydraulic support are studied in
this paper. Firstly, in order to study the dynamic working characteristics of hydraulic support lifting,
a rigid–flexible coupling dynamic simulation model of a hydraulic support is established; in order to
study the dynamic working characteristics of hydraulic support moving, a microcontact dynamic
model of a hydraulic support and the caving face roof and floor based on G-W contact theory is
proposed, and the first rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling dynamic simulation system of a
hydraulic support and the roof and floor of a caving face is established in the industry. Then, based on
this foundation, simulation experiments are conducted for hydraulic support lifting, moving without
pressure, and moving with pressure, respectively. The working characteristic parameters of the
hydraulic support are collected and analyzed. The results show that working speed, working height,
surface contact conditions, residual working resistance, and impact load have different effects on the
stability and reliability of the hydraulic support. This study can provide in-depth technical support
and theoretical guidance for understanding and improving the dynamic working characteristics of
the hydraulic support.

Keywords: hydraulic support lifting and moving; G-W microcontact theory; multi-coupling simulation;
dynamic characteristic

1. Introduction

Coal is China’s most important primary energy source. Up to 2050, coal will still
make up over 54 per cent of Chinese energy consumption. Therefore, in the near and
long term, the safety, efficiency, and cleanliness of coal resources will remain a significant
problematic for Chinese coal industry [1–3]. Intelligent mining is the key link to realize
the intelligentization of coal mines, and it is also the core technical means to reduce the
number of caving faces and ensure the safety of personnel [4–6]. The automated continuous
and stable coordinated operation of a set of fully mechanized mining equipment is the
foundation of smart mining [7,8]. A hydraulic support provides a safe working space
for caving face and promotes its operation through interaction with surrounding rock
and mining equipment. It is one of the most significant pieces of equipment in the fully
mechanized coal mining face [9]. In addition to bearing static gravity load from the roof, the
hydraulic support also needs to cooperate with a shearer and scraper conveyor to perform
dynamic movement of lowering, moving, and lifting to achieve the purpose of controlling
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the roof. The hydraulic support’s working performance has a significant impact on the
stability and reliability of coal caving face mining [10]. Therefore, carrying out in-depth
research on hydraulic supports holds considerable significance.

Many scholars have studied hydraulic supports. With respect to the response and load
characteristics of a hydraulic support, Zeng et al. discussed the different responses of a
hydraulic support in the process of roof rotation by employing a mechanical–hydraulic joint
simulation model. Based on this model, the working law of a hydraulic support is analyzed,
and the results show that the peak values of pressure and flow increase continuously with
the increase in roof rotation speed [11]. Ren et al. designed a hydraulic support model with
a reduced scale of 1:2, analyzed its response characteristics under a dynamic impact load
and verified the dynamic impact experiment of the whole hydraulic support in ADAMS.
The experimental results show that the impact resistance of a hydraulic support depends
largely on the initial support conditions, and different vertical stiffness will affect the energy
distribution ratio of the whole support system [12]. Zeng et al. studied the influence of pin
clearance on the attitude and dynamic characteristics of a hydraulic support considering
the different distribution of pin clearance. The results show that when the front end of top
beam is loaded, the mechanical curve of each hinge point is higher than that of the rear
end. The maximum load fluctuation coefficient reaches 1.04 for the hinge point on the side
without clearance, while for the hinge point on the side with clearance, some hinge points
cannot play a supporting role [13]. Wang et al. studied the adaptability of impact dynamic
load under roof beam on the basis of analyzing specific parameters. In addition, the impact
coefficient I and excitation coefficient E are introduced to transform the analysis results, and
the evaluation method of response degree of top beam under the impact load is optimized,
and the adaptability variation law of impact dynamic load under different impact working
conditions is explored [14]. Yang et al. simulated the stress state of the hinge joint of the
support when different forms of loads acted on the roof beam, and identified the critical
loads of different hinge joints. The results show that under the impact load of 6000 kN,
the hinge joint between the roof beam and the shield beam is the most dangerous hinge
position [15]. Xie et al. studied the force response characteristics of the hinge joint between
the roof beam and the shield beam and the vibration response characteristics of the column
system when the roof beam and the shield beam are subjected to impact loads. The results
show that the dynamic response of each hinge point of a hydraulic support reaches peak
value when the impact load acts on the roof beam and shield beam simultaneously. As the
impact load moves toward the goaf, the hinge point force presents different pressure relief
characteristics [16]. Zeng et al. studied the dynamic response characteristics of the shield
support supported by four pillars under symmetrical and asymmetrical load conditions
when the roof beam and shield beam bear the impact load. The results show that under
the conditions of a single roof beam impact load, the front pillar is most sensitive to the
impact load at the front end of the roof beam. When considering different initial load ratios
of columns, the hinge point of the top roof-shield beam has the highest sensitivity to the
change in initial load ratio, and when the initial support force of front column is insufficient,
the bearing capacity of the support will be weakened the most [17]. Meng et al. studied
the load distribution law of a hydraulic support bearing points under an impact load. The
results show that different hinge points show typical non-uniformity characteristics in the
loading process, and the proposed mechanical–hydraulic coupling collaborative simulation
method can more accurately obtain the hinge risk points of a hydraulic support [18]. Meng
et al. established a dynamic simulation model of a hydraulic support based on rigid–flexible
coupling, and obtained the force transmission law of support nodes by applying impact
loads to different positions on the top beam. The results show that under static load, the
support presents obvious variable stiffness characteristics, and the load borne by the rear
end of the top beam is higher than that of the front end [19]. Cao et al. applied impact
loads to different positions of the front roof beam of the support in order to study the
stress variation and adaptability of the ultra-high hydraulic support under impact loads.
By doing so, dynamic response characteristics of columns and hinge points at different
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positions and strengths can be obtained. The research results show that when impact loads
of different intensities act on the whole front roof beam of the support, the force borne by
the pin shaft at the column and hinge point will produce a greater impact, thus reducing
the adaptability of the support [20].

With regard to the position and attitude analysis of a hydraulic support, Zeng et al.
proved the necessity of studying the clearance of a hydraulic support and analyzed the
influence of the clearance between front and rear columns, the clearance size, and the differ-
ent oil inlet driving modes on the stability of a hydraulic support, and then considered the
attitude change in a hydraulic support caused by clearance and clearance size [21]. Ge et al.
proposed a virtual adjustment method of the support attitude under the propulsion state
of a hydraulic support group, and tested it in the Unity 3D virtual software package [22].
Hao et al. used virtual and physical point clouds to reconstruct the attitude of the shearer
and hydraulic support group in turn to evaluate the risk level of reconstructed attitude of
the hydraulic support group, and proposed a method to evaluate the attitude risk level of
the hydraulic support group based on reconstructed attitude information. Experimental
results confirmed that the method based on point cloud and digital twin is feasible in
the attitude reconstruction of the hydraulic support group [23]. Shi et al.‘s analysis of
factors affecting operation performance by hybrid machine learning model for operation
state provides eight indexes for evaluating a backfilling hydraulic support, and the results
show that the relevant evaluation results are in good agreement with the actual support
interval of a backfilling hydraulic support [24]. Guo et al. designed a miniature four-pillar
hydraulic support for caving coal and performed a non-standard design transformation
on the components needed for the hydraulic system. Based on an RC model concept, a
perfect hydraulic measurement and control system was configured, and the mechanical
properties of the support were tested accordingly. The results show that the micro-support
can meet the controllability and multivariate requirements in the test by controlling the
pump pressure and cooperating with the hydraulic valve under the premise of similar
structure and bearing characteristics [25]. Liu et al. established 30 numerical simulation
models for experiments by using a discrete element method numerical simulation software
package based on a continuous medium. The results show that with the increase in the
caving interval, the amount of single caving increases [26]. Jiao et al. reconstructed the
position and attitude of the hydraulic support, completed the virtual decision making,
virtual execution, and strategy optimization of the virtual space adjustment behavior, and
finally realized the self-adjustment of the position and attitude of the support [27]. Li et al.
realized different parameter configurations in the process of following machine automation
according to the principle of three-machine cooperation, an established support behavior
process decision model, and a supporting equipment linearity collaborative control model
of coal mining technology, and previewed the decision model in a virtual scene. Finally, the
TCP protocol was used to establish virtual and real interaction channels, and the decision
model was verified via a semi-physical simulation experiment [28]. Based on the stable
pressure supply principle of adapting a reasonable liquid supply flow rate in advance
according to the action characteristics of the support, combined with the characteristics of
a multi-pump + variable-frequency liquid supply mode, Fu et al. put forward the over-
lapping cooperative control logic of liquid supply and support; according to the principle
of hydraulic transmission, they derived the solution equation of a hydraulic support by
following the speed and hydraulic system pressure change rate under overlapping cooper-
ative logic [29]. Cai et al. proposed a relative attitude reconstruction method of a hydraulic
support based on a digital twin drive. The accurate position and attitude of the hydraulic
support were deduced in the virtual space driven by the actual laser sensor information,
and the 3D attitude reconstruction was realized [30].

On the subject of hydraulic support structure optimization, Hu et al. studied the
discriminant formula of a mobile ram participating in the mechanical balance of the support
and the stability judgment criterion of the standard form of the support critical load.
The results show that the mobile ram participates in the mechanical balance of an up–
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down inclined working face, which greatly improves the stability of the support [31].
Wan et al. proposed a new balance jack structure and verified the performance of the
pressure relief buffer protection process based on AMESim, optimizing the discharge hole.
The results show that this new type of balance jack can realize rapid buffer unloading
when the hydraulic support is impacted, and has better impact resistance [32]. Stoiński
et al. performed bench tests of hydraulic cylinders with a diameter of 0.32 m to verify the
calculations and test methods. The results indicate that the best and economically sound
direction is to use numerical analysis for model testing and validate these results based
on studies of hydraulic leg models used at reduced scales [33]. Zhang et al. analyzed the
mechanical properties of hydraulic supports under full impact and partial impact of the
roof, designed the anti-impact structure, and proved the reliability of the structure. The
results show that the anti-impact structure reduces the stress and stress fluctuation of the
column, and effectively reduces the deformation of the weak structure of the hydraulic
support [34]. Zeng et al. established a two-way FSI model based on FSI theory, and
analyzed the structural change in the column and the flow field characteristics in a cylinder
block under an impact load. The results show that the impact load has a significant impact
on the hydraulic cylinder, the cylinder pressure increases, and eddy currents appear on
both sides of the bottom [35].

The above research focuses on many aspects of hydraulic supports, such as load-
bearing performance, response characteristics, position analysis, structural optimization,
and response analysis. In the fully mechanized caving face, the hydraulic support not only
withstands the static load from the roof but also collaborates with the shearer and scraper
conveyor to dynamically lower, move, and lift, thus facilitating roof control. It is imperative
to study the working characteristics of a hydraulic support in this dynamic process, but the
existing research in this field is limited, and there are many aspects to be improved. Firstly,
the load of a hydraulic support is equivalent to one or more forces in previous studies, but
the actual situation should be the complex contact force between a hydraulic support and
the caving face roof and floor, which will lead to inaccurate analysis results. Secondly, the
research on hydraulic support moving is experimental, and the main focus is on analyzing
and optimizing the hydraulic system, but there is limited clarity regarding the working
response characteristics of the hydraulic support itself. Thirdly, previous studies focused
on the different ways and methods of the support moving with pressure, and did not study
the difference in working characteristics between the support moving with pressure and
the support moving without pressure. Finally, existing studies have analyzed the lifting or
moving process separately, without systematically studying it as a whole.

For the purposes of further clarifying the dynamic characteristics of the support lifting,
lowering, and moving, a microcontact dynamic model of a hydraulic support and the
caving face roof and floor based on G-W contact theory is proposed, and a rigid–flexible–
mechanical–hydraulic coupling model of a hydraulic support and caving face is established.
This paper provides the parameters for contact simulation between a hydraulic support
and the caving face roof and floor, an accurate simulation model for a hydraulic support
moving, and in-depth technical support and theoretical guidance for understanding and
improving the dynamic working characteristics of a hydraulic support.

The primary innovations in this paper are as follows:

(1) The micro-dynamic model of a hydraulic support and the caving face roof and floor
contact based on G-W contact theory is innovatively constructed, and an accurate contact
stiffness measurement is obtained for the first time through theoretical deduction, which
provides an accurate simulation parameter setting method for simulation research.

(2) A rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling dynamic model of a hydraulic support
and the caving face roof and floor is established, and the accurate simulation of the
interaction characteristics between a hydraulic support and the caving face is realized.

(3) A dynamic simulation system for the horizontal forward movement of the hydraulic
support in industry is established for the first time, which reveals the dynamic
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working characteristics of the support moving from the perspective of macro- and
micro-characteristics.

(4) A comparative analysis of response characteristics of the support moving with or
without pressure is carried out, which provides theoretical support for selecting
support moving mode.

(5) The process of lifting, moving, and lowering the hydraulic support is studied system-
atically, and its dynamic working characteristics are studied comprehensively.

The detailed work of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the rigid–flexible coupling
dynamic simulation model of a hydraulic support is established and the dynamic working
characteristics of a hydraulic support lifting support are studied through this system.
Section 3 studies the contact theory of a hydraulic support base and caving face floor and
an equivalent stiffness theory of hydraulic cylinder based on G-W theory, and establishes a
rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling dynamic simulation system of a hydraulic
support and the caving face roof and floor, and studies the dynamic working characteristics
of a hydraulic support moving. Section 4 studies the dynamic working characteristics of a
hydraulic support with pressure, and compares the response characteristics of a hydraulic
support with and without pressure. Section 5 gives some conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dynamic Working Characteristics of Hydraulic Support Lifting
2.1.1. Establishment of Rigid–Flexible Coupling Dynamics Simulation Model for
Hydraulic Support

Figure 1 displays the caving coal hydraulic support by the top beam, shield beam,
tail beam, base, and other parts, for the purposes of modifying the hydraulic support
components’ response to be closer to the actual conditions, with the use of the Hypermesh
pre-processing software package for hydraulic support flexibility. The material of support
structure is defined as structural steel with density of 7860 kg/m3, Young’s modulus of
2.1 × 1011 Pa, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, and the rigid node area set up at the hinge joint
of the rotating pair is designed to enhance force transmission at the hinge point [36]. To
facilitate the lifting support motion, additional column drives have been installed on the
front and rear columns.
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The simulation environment is as follows: ADAMS-2020 version is used for simulation,
dynamic analysis type is default, dynamic integration solver is GSTIFF, dynamic integration
format I3, dynamic allowable error is 0.001, kinematic allowable error is 0.0001, timestep
is 0.001 s, optimization algorithm is MSCADS-MMFD, optimization tolerance is 0.001,
optimization maximum iteration number is 100, optimization forward differentiation,
Jacobi form integrator type is T:F:F:T: F:F:T:F, initial condition tolerance is 1 × 10−10, contact
surface tolerance is 300, linear solver type is automatic, linear solver stability is 0.01.

2.1.2. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Lifting under Different Lifting Heights

To understand the influence of different lifting and lowering heights of support on
its dynamic working characteristics, the front and rear columns are driven to descend by
30 mm, 45 mm, 60 mm, 75 mm, and 90 mm at a speed of 30 mm/s, and the support is low-
ered twice and lifted twice respectively. The hydraulic support starts at a height of 2500 mm,
and the top outside of the top beam runs parallel to the bottom surface of the base.

2.1.3. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Lifting under Different Lifting Speeds

To investigate the impact of varying lifting and lowering speeds on the dynamic
operational attributes of the support, the front and rear columns were operated to lower
the support twice and subsequently lift it twice. This was performed at lifting speeds of
10 mm per second, 20 mm per second, 30 mm per second, 40 mm per second, and 50 mm
per second, with a consistent single movement magnitude of 60 mm.

2.2. Dynamic Working Characteristics of Hydraulic Support Moving
2.2.1. Study on Microscopic Contact Theory between Hydraulic Support and Roof and
Floor of Caving Face

In the context of the caving face, when the support comes into interaction with the
caving face, their interaction is modeled as a rigid surface meeting a rough surface based
on the G-W theoretical model. Each micro-convex body on the surface is considered
independent, without influencing one another, and all are treated as spherical micro-convex
bodies with identical curvature radius [37]. The heights of the micro-convex bodies are
distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. The contact model can be seen in Figure 2.
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Under the assumption that the distance between two planes is denoted as h, and
neglecting the elastic interaction between the micro-convex bodies, if the height of a
micro-convex body is greater than h, it will be in contact with the rigid plane. The depth
of indentation for a micro-convex body with height z can be calculated as d = z − h.
Based on Hertzian contact theory, the contact behavior between these surfaces can be
further analyzed:
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Contact area of individual micro-convex body:

△A = πdr = π(z − h)r (1)

Force on individual micro-convex body:

△F =
4
3

Er
1
2 d

3
2 =

4
3

Er
1
2 (z − h)

3
2 (2)

Contact stiffness of individual micro-convex body:

△K = 2Er
1
2 d

1
2 = 2Er

1
2 (z − h)

1
2 (3)

According to Hertzian contact theory, the total number of micro-convex body in
contact is

n = N
∫ ∞

h
ϕ(z)dz = αAn

∫ ∞

h
ϕ(z)dz (4)

where: N represents the total number of micro-convex bodies, α is a density function of
contact area of micro-convex body, An is the nominal contact area, ϕ(z) is the dissemination
function of height z of convex body satisfying Gaussian distribution, E is the modulus of
elasticity of rough surface.

From Equations (1)–(4), by integrating over all micro-convex bodies, we obtain:
Total contact area

A = πNr
∫ ∞

h
(z − h)ϕ(z)dz (5)

Total contact force
F =

4
3

NEr
1
2

∫ ∞

h
(z − h)

3
2 ϕ(z)dz (6)

Total contact stiffness

K = 2NEr
1
2

∫ ∞

h
(z − h)

3
2 ϕ(z)dz (7)

2.2.2. Construction of Rigid–Flexible–Mechanical–Hydraulic Coupling Simulation Model
of Hydraulic Support and Floor of Caving Face

During the hydraulic support operation, the compression of the emulsion in the
column cylinder leads to the manifestation of elastic properties as a result of applied
force [38]. To enhance the rigid–flexible coupling dynamics simulation model of a hydraulic
support depicted in Figure 1, the column is substituted with a spring damping system.
Table 1 illustrates the structural attributes of the hydraulic cylinder and the physical
properties of the emulsion.

Table 1. Hydraulic cylinder attributes.

Hydraulic
Cylinder Type

Hydraulic
Cylinder Bore Piston Rod Diameter Effective Stroke of

Hydraulic Cylinder
Bulk Modulus of

Emulsion

Single telescopic 230 mm 210 mm 1071 mm 1.82 × 103 MPa

The total equivalent stiffness of the hydraulic cylinder can be obtained from Equation (8).
Following this, the relationship between the equivalent stiffness of the hydraulic cylinder
and the support height is established, completing the construction of the spring damping
system. In Equation (8), the total equivalent stiffness of the hydraulic cylinder is the sum of
the equivalent stiffness ka of the oil in the rodless cavity and the equivalent stiffness kb of
the oil in the rod cavity, as shown below:
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k = ka + kb =
βe A1

2

(L1 + x)A1 + Va
+

βe A2
2

(L − L1 − x)A2 + Vb
(8)

The equation variables are defined as follows: ka—equivalent stiffness of oil in rod-
less chamber; kb—equivalent stiffness of oil in rod chamber; A1—cross-sectional area of
rodless chamber piston in cylinder; A2—cross-sectional area of rod chamber in cylinder;
L—effective stroke of hydraulic cylinder; L1—current fluid level in cylinder rodless chamber;
x—vibration displacement of system; V1—volume of oil in rodless chamber of hydraulic
cylinder; V2—volume of fluid in cylinder rod chamber; Va—volume of oil in hydraulic
line of rodless chamber in cylinder; Vb—the volume of fluid in a hydraulic line with a rod
chamber in a hydraulic cylinder.

A cuboid entity is generated under the hydraulic support base as caving face floor,
and the material is gangue, the density is 2800 kg/m3, the elastic modulus is 34 GPa, and
the Poisson ratio is 0.3. Set the floor of caving face and hydraulic support base as collision
contact, reasonably set the contact stiffness according to formula, complete the hydraulic
support and caving face floor rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling simulation
model construction [39,40], as shown in Figure 3, and realize the hydraulic support moving
action by driving the pushing hydraulic cylinder.
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2.2.3. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving under Different Moving Speeds

In order to study the dynamic working characteristics of a hydraulic support at
different moving speeds, the hydraulic support was moved at speeds of 100 mm per
second, 200 mm per second, 300 mm per second, 400 mm per second, and 500 mm per
second, respectively, at the working height of 2500 mm. In order to make the hydraulic
support move from stable state, the hydraulic support was set to begin moving by the
second, and the moving distance was 600 mm.

2.2.4. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving under Different Moving Heights

In order to study the dynamic working characteristics of a hydraulic support at
different moving speeds, under the working height of 100 mm/s, the support was moved
at the support heights of 2200 mm, 2300 mm, 2400 mm, 2500 mm and 2600 mm respectively.
The moving action was set begin moving by the second, and the moving distance was
600 mm.

2.2.5. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving under Different Floor Conditions

When the hydraulic support is moving, the hydraulic support base contacts and rubs
against the caving face floor, and there may be some floating coal that has not been cleaned
up on the caving face floor. In order to explore the effect of the caving face floor conditions
on the support movement, the caving face floor is divided into three categories: 1⃝ If the
floating coal on the floor is cleaned thoroughly, the support will make contact with the
floor gangue directly. 2⃝ If the floating coal on the floor is not cleaned thoroughly and
some floating coal remains, the support will make contact with the coal gangue mixture,
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assuming that coal and gangue have the same influence on the contact conditions. 3⃝ If
there is a lot of floating coal on the floor, the support base is in direct contact with the
coal. The material characteristics of coal, gangue, and support structure are shown in the
table. According to the material characteristics shown in Table 2, contact stiffness for three
types of contact conditions was calculated by the contact theory formula, and friction force
parameters were displayed in Table 3.

Table 2. Material parameters.

Material Density (kg/m3) Elastic Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Coal 1380 2.2 0.28

Gangue 2800 34 0.3

Support structure 7850 206 0.3

Table 3. Friction parameters.

Contact Type Static Friction Coefficient Dynamic Friction Coefficient

Coal support structure 0.46 0.3

Gangue support structure 0.5 0.3

Coal gangue mixture
support structure 0.48 0.3

The support moving height of 2500 mm and the support moving speed of 100 mm/s
are adopted to carry out the support moving simulation experiment, and the equivalent
contact stiffness and friction coefficient under three kinds of floor contact conditions are
adopted respectively.

2.3. Dynamic Working Characteristics of Hydraulic Support Moving with Pressure

For unstable or easily broken roof, roof instability may occur during the short working
cycle of support lowering, moving, and lifting. The dynamic characteristics of support
under varying working conditions are studied to investigate the effects of pressure on
its performance.

2.3.1. Construction of Rigid–Flexible–Mechanical–Hydraulic Coupling Model of Hydraulic
Support and Caving Face Roof and Floor

To investigate the dynamic operational characteristics of a hydraulic support during
the process of pressure-induced support movement, a simulation roof is constructed above
the top beam using a rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupled simulation model of
hydraulic support and caving face floor, as depicted in Figure 4. The material being
simulated is coal [41]. A translational connection is established between the earth and the
roof, with the translation track aligned with the force of gravity.
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2.3.2. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving with Pressure under Different Heights

For the purpose of studying the influence of support moving height on support
moving with pressure, support moving simulation experiments were carried out at support
moving speed of 100 mm/s and residual working resistance of 500 kN at support moving
heights of 2200 mm, 2300 mm, 2400 mm, 2500 mm and 2600 mm, respectively [42].

2.3.3. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving with Pressure under Different Speeds

For the purpose of studying the influence of support moving height on support
moving with pressure, support moving simulation experiments were carried out at support
moving height of 2500 mm and residual working resistance of 500 kN at support moving
speeds of 100 mm per second, 200 mm per second, 300 mm per second, 400 mm per second,
and 500 mm per second [43].

2.3.4. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving under Different Residual
Working Resistance

In order to study and compare the influence of different load conditions on the working
characteristics of a hydraulic support with pressure, under the conditions of support height
of 2500 mm and speed of 100 mm/s, these experiments were carried out under different
load conditions, with residual working resistances of 500 kN, 1000 kN, 1500 kN, 2000 kN,
and 2500 kN, respectively.

2.3.5. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving with Pressure under Different
Floor Conditions

With the aim of studying the effect of changed floor contact conditions on the work
characteristics of a hydraulic support moving with pressure, simulation experiments were
carried out with the equivalent contact stiffness and friction coefficient under three different
floor contact conditions under the working conditions of residual working resistance of
500 kN at a moving height of 2500 mm and a moving speed of 100 mm/s.

2.3.6. Experiment of Hydraulic Support Moving with Pressure under Impact Load

In order to study that working characteristic of support under impact load, the support
was driven to move with pressure under the working conditions of height 2500 mm, speed
100 mm/s, and working resistance 2500 kN, and the moving distance was 600 mm. Impact
loads were applied 3 s after support transfer; impact loads were 250 kN, 500 kN, 750 kN,
1000 kN, 1250 kN, 1500 kN, 1750 kN, and 2000 kN, respectively; and impact time was 0.01 s.

3. Results
3.1. Results of Hydraulic Support Lifting Experiments

The angular acceleration of the hinge point of the four-bar linkage obtained from the
simulation experiment of the lifting support is shown in Figure 5, and the response force
diagram of the front column and the rear column is shown in Figure 6. Meanwhile, in order
to describe the difference in dynamic response stability more clearly, the standard deviation
is used to describe the fluctuation degree of response. In order to make the description of
results more intuitive, the fluctuation coefficient FC is introduced to represent the standard
deviation. The standard deviation calculation formula is shown in Equation (9).

FC = sqrt[Σ(xi − u)2/(n − 1)] , 1 ≤ i ≤ n (9)

where n is the total number of all data in the sample and u is the average of all data in the
sample. The larger the fluctuation coefficient λ, the greater the degree of fluctuation in the
stable response, indicating poorer stability. Conversely, the smaller fluctuation coefficient λ
on behalf of the smaller response fluctuation degree, the better the stability.
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According to Figure 5, with the height of the lifting support decreasing, it is noticea-
ble that the peak value of each hinge point angular acceleration of the four-bar linkage 
displays a clear increase, and the fluctuation frequency is higher. When the height of lift-
ing decreases from 45 mm to 30 mm, the angular acceleration changes most obviously. 

According to the alterations in peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the 
front column in Figure 6a, by increasing the height of the lifting support, it is noticeable 
that the peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the front column exhibit a non-
monotonic trend. Initially, they decrease, followed by an increase. When the lifting sup-
port height transitions from 30 mm to 60 mm, both the peak value of the front column 
response force and the fluctuation coefficient decrease, with the rate of decrease diminish-
ing as the height increases. Subsequently, as the lifting support height changes from 60 
mm to 90 mm, the peak value of the front column response force and the fluctuation coef-
ficient start to rise, with the rate of increase intensifying as the height increases. According 
to the variation in peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the rear column in 
Figure 6b, it can be found that with the increase in the height of the lifting support, the 
peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the rear column present a monotonic 
decreasing trend, and the decreasing amplitude decreases with the increase in height. 

Through the experiment of a hydraulic support lifting under different speeds, the 
hinge point angular acceleration of the four-bar linkage is depicted in Figure 7, while the 
response force of both the front and rear columns can be observed in Figure 8. 

Figure 5. Angular acceleration of hinge point of four-bar linkage in simulation under different lifting
heights. (a) Joint1. (b) Joint2. (c) Joint3.
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Figure 6. Column response force in simulation under different lifting heights. (a) Front column.
(b) Rear column.

According to Figure 5, with the height of the lifting support decreasing, it is noticeable
that the peak value of each hinge point angular acceleration of the four-bar linkage displays
a clear increase, and the fluctuation frequency is higher. When the height of lifting decreases
from 45 mm to 30 mm, the angular acceleration changes most obviously.

According to the alterations in peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the
front column in Figure 6a, by increasing the height of the lifting support, it is noticeable
that the peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the front column exhibit a non-
monotonic trend. Initially, they decrease, followed by an increase. When the lifting support
height transitions from 30 mm to 60 mm, both the peak value of the front column response
force and the fluctuation coefficient decrease, with the rate of decrease diminishing as the
height increases. Subsequently, as the lifting support height changes from 60 mm to 90 mm,
the peak value of the front column response force and the fluctuation coefficient start to rise,
with the rate of increase intensifying as the height increases. According to the variation in
peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the rear column in Figure 6b, it can be
found that with the increase in the height of the lifting support, the peak response force
and fluctuation coefficient of the rear column present a monotonic decreasing trend, and
the decreasing amplitude decreases with the increase in height.

Through the experiment of a hydraulic support lifting under different speeds, the
hinge point angular acceleration of the four-bar linkage is depicted in Figure 7, while the
response force of both the front and rear columns can be observed in Figure 8.
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According to Figure 7, with the speed of the lifting support increasing, each hinge 
point’s angular acceleration peak of the four-bar linkage significantly increases, and the 
fluctuation frequency is higher. 

According to Figure 8a,b, the front and rear columns response forces exhibit similar 
trends, with the rear column demonstrating significantly higher response forces com-
pared to the front column. The peak response force and wave coefficient in the front col-
umn escalates with the lifting support speed, showing a linear increase in amplitude with 
the speed. 

The analysis results indicate that an increase in lifting speed will notably affect the 
stability of the hydraulic support four-bar linkage, the load stability of the front and rear 
columns, and the peak response force. Moreover, this impact becomes more pronounced 
at higher speeds. 

3.2. Results of Hydraulic Support Moving Experiments 
Through simulation experiments of a hydraulic support moving under different 
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Figure 7. Angular acceleration of hinge point of four-bar linkage in simulation under different lifting
speeds. (a) Joint1. (b) Joint2. (c) Joint3.
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Figure 8. Column response force in simulation under different lifting speeds. (a) Front column.
(b) Rear column.

According to Figure 7, with the speed of the lifting support increasing, each hinge
point’s angular acceleration peak of the four-bar linkage significantly increases, and the
fluctuation frequency is higher.

According to Figure 8a,b, the front and rear columns response forces exhibit similar
trends, with the rear column demonstrating significantly higher response forces compared
to the front column. The peak response force and wave coefficient in the front column
escalates with the lifting support speed, showing a linear increase in amplitude with
the speed.

The analysis results indicate that an increase in lifting speed will notably affect the
stability of the hydraulic support four-bar linkage, the load stability of the front and rear
columns, and the peak response force. Moreover, this impact becomes more pronounced at
higher speeds.

3.2. Results of Hydraulic Support Moving Experiments

Through simulation experiments of a hydraulic support moving under different
speeds, the forces of each hinge point of the four-bar linkage and columns of a hydraulic
support are obtained as shown in Figures 9 and 10, and the acceleration of top beam is
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 9. Response force of hinge point of four-bar linkage in simulation under different moving
speeds. (a) Joint1. (b) Joint2. (c) Joint3.
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Figure 11. Acceleration of top beam in simulation under different moving speeds.

Figure 9 shows the force variation in each hinge point in four-bar linkage of the
support with the change under moving speed. It is apparent from the curve in the figure
that as the support moving speed increases, the peak force value at each hinge point shows
a significant rise, along with a notable increase in the fluctuation range. At the beginning of
simulation, the hinge force fluctuates obviously at every speed, and then stabilizes rapidly,
which is caused by the first contact between the hydraulic support base and the caving
face floor, which produces a large contact force. This process is the change stage from
unbalanced state to stable state of the support. At the beginning and end of the moving
support, the force at each hinge point increases obviously, and stabilizes after fluctuation.

The response force of Joint1 changes slightly at low speeds of 100 mm/s and
200 mm/s, and the response force decreases first and then increases during support moving.

In the process of the support moving, the response forces at Joint2 and Joint3 demon-
strate a consistent decline trend, and unstable fluctuations occur in the joint force at the
low speed of 100 mm/s and 200 mm/s.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the peak response force and fluctuation range in
the front and rear columns increase significantly when the moving speed increases. The
response force in column fluctuates significantly at the beginning of simulation and at the
beginning and end of the support moving. Unstable fluctuations of column response force
occurs in the procedure of the support moving at low speed of 100 mm/s and 200 mm/s.
In the procedure of the support moving, the response force in the front column increases
while the force in the rear column decreases.

The acceleration curve of the top beam under different moving speeds is shown in
Figure 11. When moving speed increases, the peak value and fluctuation range of top beam
acceleration obviously increase. The acceleration of the top beam fluctuates obviously at the
beginning of the simulation and at the beginning and end of the support movement. The
response force in the column exhibits unstable fluctuations while transferring the support at
both 100 mm/s and 200 mm/s low-speed conditions. During the support transfer beyond
100 mm/s, the acceleration of the top beam initially decreases and then increases. However,
the change trend is not clearly evident when transferring the support at the low speed of
100 mm/s.

When the simulation of the support moving without pressure under each height and
speed in sequence was completed, we obtained the reaction force at each pivot point, the
reaction force at the column, and the acceleration of the top beam in the hydraulic support
quadrilateral linkage. Because the change trend was not obvious enough from the time
domain curve, in order to obtain the change characteristics accurately, we took the peak
value and fluctuation coefficient of each group of data. The upper surface of the figure is
the peak value. A scale is provided on the right side of the figure. The middle surface is the
wave coefficient, using the Z axis scale. Since the middle surface is partially obscured by
the upper surface, the color of the middle surface is mapped on the lower surface to assist
in characterizing the wave coefficient. Figure 12 shows the characteristics of the hinge point
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response force, column response force, and top beam acceleration of the hydraulic support
four-bar linkage under different support moving speeds and heights.
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Figure 12. Response of hydraulic support in simulation under different moving speeds and moving
heights. (a) Response force of Joint1. (b) Response force of Joint2. (c) Response force of Joint3.
(d) Response force of front column. (e) Response force of rear column. (f) Acceleration of top beam.

Figure 12a–c show the force response characteristics of each hinge point of the hy-
draulic support four-bar linkage at different moving heights and speeds. From the diagram,
it is evident that the stress variation patterns of every hinge point in the four-bar linkage
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remain largely consistent. As the height of the moving support increase, the fluctuation
coefficient of the hinge point force increases, while the peak value decreases. Similarly,
as the speed of movement increases, both the peak response force and the fluctuation
coefficient of each hinge point experience an increase. The height of the moving support
significantly influences the peak response force of the hinge point when the support moves
at a low speed, whereas its influence becomes marginal at high speeds. When the moving
speed is 500 mm/s, the peak response force of Joint1 and Joint3 increases first and then
decreases, and decreases first and then increases, with the increasing of moving height, but
the change in amplitude is not large. When the height of the moving support is small, the
speed of the moving support has a significant impact on the peak response force of the
hinge point. However, when the height of the moving support is large, the peak response
force of the hinge point becomes even more sensitive to changes in the speed of the moving
support. On the contrary, the fluctuation coefficient of the hinge point is more sensitive
to the height of the moving support when moving the support at high speed, and the
fluctuation coefficient of the hinge point response force is more sensitive to the speed of the
moving support when moving the support at a low position.

The column response force characteristics are shown in Figure 12d,e. The variation
trend of the response force fluctuation coefficient of the front and rear columns is basically
the same. With the increase in the support moving speed, the column response force
fluctuation coefficient increases. The support moving height has a greater influence on
the column response force peak value at low speed, while the influence is smaller at high
speeds. The peak value of the column response force is more responsive to changes in
the support movement height at low speeds. The fluctuation coefficient of the column
force tends to increase with the support movement height, showing a greater sensitivity to
height changes at high speeds and to speed changes at lower positions. With an increase
in the support movement speed, the peak value of the front column response force rises,
remaining relatively constant within the 100–300 mm/s range of the support movement
heights. Within the 400–500 mm/s range, the movement speed initially decreases and
then increases with the rising movement height. Conversely, the peak response force
of the rear column decreases with the support movement height but increases with the
movement speed.

The acceleration characteristics of the top beam during the support moving process
are shown in Figure 12f. The peak acceleration and fluctuation coefficient of the top beam
reach their maximum values at the height of 2600 mm and the moving speed of 500 mm/s.
The peak value and fluctuation coefficient of the top beam acceleration increase with the
speed of the moving support, and the peak value of the top beam acceleration increases
with the height of the moving support, but the amplitude is less than that in line with
the speed of the moving support. When the height of the moving support changes, the
peak value and fluctuation coefficient of top beam acceleration are relatively stable, which
proves that the acceleration response of the top beam is more sensitive to the speed of the
moving support.

Through the simulation experiment of the hydraulic support moving under different
floor conditions, the response parameters of the hydraulic support are obtained as shown
in Figure 13.

According to the examination of the hydraulic support response results in Figure 13,
it can be inferred that the peak value of the hydraulic support response has no obvious
change under different floor contact conditions, while the response fluctuation coefficient
is minimal under pure gangue floor contact conditions, and maximal under pure coal
floor contact conditions, and the value under mixed coal gangue contact conditions is
between the two. This indicates that with the increase in floating coal in floor, the response
fluctuation in the hydraulic support moving is greater.
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3.3. Results of Hydraulic Support Moving with Pressure Experiments

Through the simulation experiment of a hydraulic support moving with pressure
under different height, various response parameters of the hydraulic support were obtained
as shown in Figure 14.
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The response comparison between the support with pressure and without pressure
under different moving speed is shown in Figure 14. The change trend is basically the same.
The peak response force and fluctuation coefficient of the hydraulic support with pressure
are greater than those of the hydraulic support without pressure. With the increase in
moving height, the overall trend is increasing. The peak response force and the fluctuation
coefficient change smoothly when the moving height increases from 2200 mm to 2400 mm,
but increase significantly when the moving height increases from 2400 mm to 2600 mm.

Through the simulation experiment of the hydraulic support moving with pressure
under different moving speeds, the response parameters of the hydraulic support were
obtained as shown in Figure 15.

The response comparison between the support with pressure and without pressure
under different support moving speeds is shown in Figure 15, and its variation trend
is basically the same. The peak response force and fluctuation coefficient when moving
with pressure are greater than those when moving without pressure, and both show an
increasing trend with the rise in moving speed. As the speed increases from 400 mm/s to
500 mm/s, the response force at Joint1 hinge point and the acceleration of the top beam
show a notable increase.

Through the experiments of a hydraulic support moving with pressure under different
residual working resistance, the response characteristics of the hydraulic support were
obtained as shown in Figure 16.

From Figure 16, it is evident that as the residual working resistance increases, the
peak value and fluctuation coefficient of the response force at the hinge point of the four-
bar linkage clearly increase. Furthermore, the peak value of the response force in the
front and rear columns shows a significant increase, while its fluctuation coefficient ex-
hibits no obvious change. The peak acceleration of top beam changes smoothly when
the working resistance is 500–2000 kN, and increases greatly when the residual working
resistance increases from 2000 kN to 2500 kN. The fluctuation coefficient of top beam accel-
eration diminishes first and then rises with the grow of working resistance, the minimum
value appears at the working resistance of 1000 kN, and the maximum value appears at
2500 kN. The analysis results show that residual working resistance has a significant ef-
fect on the stability of the support moving with pressure, and proper residual working
resistance should be carefully selected.
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Through the simulation experiments of the hydraulic support moving with pressure
under different contact conditions of floor, the response parameters of the support were
obtained as shown in Figure 17.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that the peak value of the hydraulic support response
moving with pressure has no obvious change under different floor contact conditions,
while the response fluctuation coefficient is the smallest under pure gangue floor contact
conditions, and the largest under pure coal floor contact conditions, and the value under
mixed coal gangue contact conditions is between the two. This indicates that the response
fluctuation of the hydraulic support moving with pressure becomes larger with the increase
in floating coal in floor.
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Through the simulation experiment of the hydraulic support moving with pressure
under the impact load, resulting in the impact response of the support depicted in Figure 18.
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In Figure 18, the peak response force and steady-state response force resulting from
various impact loads during the movement of the hydraulic support with pressure are
illustrated. The analysis indicates that both the peak response force and steady-state
response force at the hinge point of the hydraulic support four-bar linkage increase linearly
with the rise in the impact load. Similarly, the steady-state response force in the front and
rear columns also exhibits a linear increase with the impact load. The peak response force
demonstrates an increasing trend with noticeable fluctuations. Specifically, as the impact
load increases from 1750 kN to 2000 kN, the peak response force experiences a substantial
increase of 948.05 kN. These findings highlight the significant effect of the impact load on
the stability of the support, with stability notably decreasing under higher impact loads.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the response of hydraulic support columns under an impact load in
reference [14] is based on the ADAMS software package 2020, and the support components
are treated with flexibility. Both this study and reference [14] used contact stiffness and
penetration depth to calculate the contact force between the coal mining face and the
support. Reference [14] does not explain how to calculate the contact stiffness. However,
this study is based on the G-W contact theory and a micro dynamic theoretical model of
the contact between the hydraulic support and the roof and floor of the caving face. For the
first time, an accurate contact stiffness is obtained through theoretical derivation. Complex
contact forces are generated by the contact between the hydraulic support and the roof
and floor of the caving face instead of static loading to analyze the hydraulic support.
Moreover, both this article and reference [14] treat the column as an equivalent spring
damping system, but this article provides detailed calculations of the spring stiffness to
further modify the simulation to be closer to actual working conditions.

Both this study and reference [14] studied the stability of hydraulic supports by
analyzing the response force between the components and the hinge points of the hydraulic
support. However, reference [14] only studied the hydraulic support under static load
conditions, while this study considered the dynamic process of the hydraulic support
and conducted in-depth research on various components with larger responses, obtaining
comprehensive response parameters of the hydraulic support.

This study is based on the G-W contact theory and a micro dynamic theoretical model
of the contact between the hydraulic support and the roof and floor of the caving face. For
the first time, accurate surface contact stiffness is obtained through theoretical derivation.
The complex contact force generated by the contact between the hydraulic support and
the roof and floor of the caving face is used to analyze the hydraulic support instead of
static loading. Reference [44] applied the Hertz theory to derive the contact force and
contact stiffness of a rigid body in contact with a random elastic rough surface. The
obtained expression is basically consistent with the results derived in this study. The direct
derivation results in reference [44] are consistent with the three-dimensional simulation
experimental results of rough surface contact in reference [45].

In summary, compared with reference [14], in a response analysis of a hydraulic
support, this study establishes a micro-dynamic model based on G-W contact theory to
accurately calculate the surface contact stiffness and calculate the equivalent spring stiffness
of a hydraulic column in detail, so that the simulation is closer to the actual working con-
ditions. Moreover, this study considers the dynamic processes and responses of multiple
components more comprehensively than reference [14]. In addition, the theoretical deriva-
tion results of this study are basically consistent with the Hertz theoretical derivation results
in reference [44], and are consistent with the experimental verification in reference [45],
further ensuring the reliability of the study. The above comparison indicates that the
model construction method, research method, and simulation parameter setting based on
the theoretical research in this study have a scientific basis, and the results obtained are
also reliable.
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5. Conclusions

Based on the G-W contact theory, the paper innovatively puts forward a microcontact
dynamic model of a hydraulic support and the caving face roof and floor, establishes a
rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling dynamic simulation model of a hydraulic
support and the caving face roof and floor, and obtains the following conclusions through
a simulation analysis of lifting, lowering, and moving under various conditions:

(1) With the increase in the height of the support lifting, the peak angular acceleration
of the hinge point of the four-bar linkage decreases, and the fluctuation frequency
decreases; the response force of the front column decreases first and then increases,
and the rear column decreases. The peak value and fluctuation of angular acceleration
at the hinge point of the four-bar linkage increase with the increase in the speed of
the lifting; the response force trend of the front and rear pillars is similar, but the rear
pillar is obviously higher than the front pillar. In practical application, the relationship
between the speed of the lifting and the stability of the system should be balanced,
and the state of the rear column should be mainly detected. Hydraulic supports need
to be designed with the height and speed of the lifting in mind to ensure that the
support maintains stability and safety under various operating conditions.

(2) The response of the hydraulic support is affected by different contact conditions of
the floor, and the increase in floating coal on the floor will lead to a greater fluctuation
in the response when moving the support. In actual fully mechanized coal mining,
it is necessary to consider the influence of different floor conditions on the support
stability, and it may be necessary to adjust the working parameters of the support to
strengthen the adaptability to different floors.

(3) The peak value and fluctuation of response stress are larger when the support is
moving with pressure than when moving without pressure, and increase with the
height and speed of the moving. This shows that the response of the structure will
increase significantly due to the influence of an extra load when the hydraulic support
is moving with pressure. When selecting the mode of the support moving with
pressure, the working conditions should be carefully analyzed, and the speed and
height should be controlled.

(4) With the increase in the moving support height, the fluctuation of the hinge point
force increases and the peak value decreases, and with the increase in the support
moving speed, the peak value and fluctuation of the hinge point force increase. Under
different height and speed conditions, the sensitivity of the response to the change
in height or speed of the moving support is different. The height and speed of the
moving support will affect the response of the hydraulic support structure obviously,
so it is necessary to choose an appropriate height and speed of the support moving
according to working conditions.

(5) The increase in residual working resistance will lead to the increase in the response of
the four-bar linkage and column, which will affect the stability of the support moving.
The residual working resistance should be carefully selected.

(6) When subjected to the impact load during the support moving, the response force
of the four-bar linkage and column increases linearly and fluctuates obviously when
the support is impacted. When designing hydraulic supports, it is necessary to
consider the possible impact loads and take measures to enhance the impact resistance
of hydraulic supports to ensure that they can maintain stability and safety when
subjected to the impact load.

The research in this paper provides a theoretical model and accurate simulation
parameter setting method for the simulation research of surface contact between objects,
provides an accurate rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling simulation model for
the hydraulic support moving, provides a theoretical basis for the hydraulic support
moving mode selection, and provides technical guidance for the hydraulic support design
and optimization.
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The main advantage of this research method lies in putting forward a micro-dynamic
model of a hydraulic support and the caving face roof and floor based on G-W contact
theory, establishing a rigid–flexible–mechanical–hydraulic coupling dynamic simulation
model of a hydraulic support and the roof and floor of the caving face, and revealing the
dynamic working characteristics of the support moving from the perspective of macro-
and micro-characteristics. This study systematically studied the lifting, moving, and
lowering process of a hydraulic support, and comprehensively studied its dynamic working
characteristics. The limitations of this research method lie in using an equivalent spring
damping system instead of a column, and using a driving kinematic pair instead of the
simulation of a real hydraulic system, and when calculating the stiffness of the equivalent
spring damping system, the influence of cylinder wall deformation and the entrapped
bubbles in the hydraulic system is not considered, which leads to a certain gap between the
simulation and the actual working conditions.

The future research directions are as follows: (1) further research on the control
strategy and operation mode of a hydraulic support during lifting, lowering, and moving
to improve the stability, safety, and efficiency of the mining face; (2) the combination of
mechanical engineering, hydraulic pressure, control theory, and other disciplines to conduct
comprehensive research and propose more comprehensive and systematic solutions to meet
the requirements under different working conditions; (3) consideration of the real working
conditions of a hydraulic system, including cylinder wall deformation, the entrapped
bubbles, and other factors relating to hydraulic systems, thus improving the reliability
of simulation.
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